
Comparison between TESSGIFT and Other Voice Mouse



Comparison on Software Part

Ø AI Service Provider

Ø Types of Translation Services 

Ø Quality Guarantee Period

Ø Supported User Languages

Ø Translation Mode

Ø Certificates



Item AI 
Service Provider 

Types of 
Translation Services Quality Guarantee Period

Supported 
User 

Languages
Translation Mode Certificate

TESSGIFT Only Google

Google Paid Voice Recognition  
and Translation, which make sure 
the translation is always the most 
accurate, reach 98% accuracy rate.

P.S.: The cost of this part accounts 
for more than 1/3 of the total cost 
of the voice mouse.

We guarantee that users can use 
the voice recognition and 
translation functions of 115 
languages for free as long as the 
mouse can work, no annual  
renewal fee.

115

Among supported 
115  languages, 
any 2 languages 
can be translated 
into each other.

CE, CB, FCC,
RoHS, 
Reach,  

UN38.3, 
MSDS

Others 
Brand

Google + 
Microsoft

Mixed (paid translation + free 
translation ), which will cause users 
to find the voice functions not 
stable. The cost is lower, but the 
Accuracy also lower than Google 
Paid Services.

Some companies won't tell you 
how many years their mouse can 
use the free translation and 
speech recognition function. 
When users find that they can't  
use it, they will tell you that a 
renewal fee is required to 
continue using the voice 
functions. And the renewal fee is 
very high.

Only Chinese 
and English

or even don’t 
mention it at 

all

Only Chinese and 
English can be 
translated into 
each other.

No
certificate  
for EU and

US  
markets.Baidu or iFlyTek

or unknown

The cost is very low, if they use a 
free translation service, they can 
ignore the cost. But the accuracy of 
Translation and Voice Recognition 
cannot be guaranteed.

Comparison on Software Part



AI Service Provider

Language Type

Any Mutual Voice Recognizing and
Translation among 115 languages

by Google AI.

Total 47 languages categories for 115 countries.

The accuracy of Speech-to-Text and translation by 
Google AI service reach 98%. 



Global Certificates

TESS GIFT AI Voice Mouse is the ONLY ONE applied for 

the International certifications and pass tests by the 

Most Stringent Certification Company TUV.

Only TESS GIFT AI Voice Mouse can be shipped in bulk 

to EU and US markets without barriers.

CE CB FCC UN38.3 

MSDS ROHS REACH Transportation
testimonial



Comparison on Hardware Part

Ø Design Part 

Ø Microphone

Ø Battery

Ø Connection Mode of Battery and PCB



Design Part

Suitable for left and right hand:  
Grip by Claw, Palm, Fingertip

SteelSeries is Recognized and used by the Professional 
Gamer Teams: OG, FPX, FAZE, TYLOO, IFTY, AG ect.

TESS GIFT AI Voice Mouse

Size: 123(L) * 65(W) * 40(H) mm Size:126(L) * 68(W) * 39(H) mm

Ergonomics Design Similar to E-sports Gaming Mouse Top Brand SteelSeries, 
your hand will not tired after long time usage of the mouse



Microphone

Electronic 
microphone with 
better voice collection 
effect, clearer and 
more accurate speech 
recognition. 

It can be used as a 
computer microphone.

TESSGIFT with 
Electronic Microphone 

Other Mouse with 
Ordinary microphone, 
recognition effect is 
not so accurate

Some don’t even have 
a microphone and you 
must use the 
microphone that 
comes with the 
computer.



TESSGIFT with
Better Lithium 
Battery.

It has passed the 
TUV test and get 
CE FCC UN38.3 
MSDS Certificates

The cost of the 
battery is 3-10 
times than that 
of ordinary lithium 
battery.

Battery

Other Mouse with 
AA Battery or 
Normal lithium 
battery

No battery safety 
certification



Connection Mode of Battery and PCB

TESSGIFT use 
terminals to 
connect PCB and 
battery, which is 
safer but more 
expensive.

The terminal is 
plugged in with a 
plastic element.

The stronger 
connection of the 
terminals reduces 
the risk of 
disconnection in 
transportation.

Many companies 
choose to weld the 
battery directly to 
the PCB, which 
saves the cost, but 
during the 
transportation, it is 
easy to cause the 
welding position to 
fall off, resulting in 
the product can not 
be used.

TESSGIFT with Plug-in 
Terminal for stronger 
connection

Other Mouse is welded directly



ü Supports 115 languages, type 400 words per minute

ü Translate your native language into 47 languages instantly

ü Google AI powered, accuracy up to 98%

ü It is the only AI Voice Mouse that is certified for Japan, UK, EU and US markets

The BEST & UNIQUE AI Voice Mouse in the World!


